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1. Introduction
Welcome to the eggPlant Performance Demo Workspace User Guide! This document aims to
give a thorough overview of what the demo workspace contains and how to configure it to suit
your environment, as well as going into some detail around what the scripts themselves are
doing and how they were written, explaining key concepts used in eggPlant Performance along
the way.
While this document is primarily intended for eggPlant Performance beginners, it assumes you
have at least some level of programming and testing experience. Those who have used other
performance testing tools in the past will benefit the most from reading this guide.
The document assumes that you have already installed and licensed eggPlant Performance on
your machine. Other software requirements are listed in section 2 below.

2. Installation & Configuration
The demo environment is “standalone” in the sense that there are no external components; if
configured correctly, your machine effectively becomes the Controller, Injector, Web Server 
and
Database all in one. The benefit of this is that you will have a controlled environment that
doesn’t require anything other than the machine you would use to run eggPlant Performance.

The downside is that it is far from a realistic test, but this is of course not an issue for demo
purposes.
Listed below are the prerequisites to running the tests in the demo workspace:

1. Download
and install Microsoft’s WebMatrix product
WebMatrix is essentially a fullyfledged web development tool. It allows you to develop and
locally host ASP.NET websites through its installation of IIS Express, and also enables you to
work with SQL Server, SQL Server Compact Edition and MySQL without needing to explicitly
configure these. The nopCommerce website is built on ASP.NET and is able to make use of
either SQL Server or SQL Server Compact Edition and as such works very well in conjunction
with WebMatrix.
WebMatrix itself can be downloaded from 
here
. Once downloaded, simply run the installer and
follow the given instructions.

2. Download the nopCommerce website itself
The version of nopCommerce used by the demo workspace is v3.50. This can either be
downloaded from the 
nopCommerce site itself or from the 
eggPlant Performance downloads
page should the 3.50 download no longer be present on the main site (nopCommerce have just
released 3.60 which is significantly different to 3.50). It is important that this particular version is
used as this is what the scripts were constructed against. Other versions of nopCommerce will
likely cause the scripts to fail.

3. Run the nopCommerce website
Once nopCommerce has been downloaded and extracted/installed to a directory on your hard
drive, you should be able to run it by rightclicking the base folder and selecting the new context
menu item “Open as a Web Site in Microsoft WebMatrix”. From here, the site can be launched
through WebMatrix itself by using 
Run
from the ribbon bar, or you can find the
URL in the “Site” tab as indicated in the
screenshot to the right.
Make a note of the hostname (this is
simply 
localhost 
by default) and the port
number as both of these are needed
once you come to configure your demo
workspace.
On first run, you should be presented
with a web page similar to the following:

On this page, follow the below steps carefully:






Set an admin user password. You can optionally change the admin user email account
specified. Make sure to remember what these fields are set to as you may need them at
a later date.
Ensure the 
Create sample data checkbox is ticked. This is very important as it
populates the eStore with a catalog of items which the scripts will be interacting with
when you come to run the tests.
Ensure you choose 
Use builtin data storage (SQL Server Compact)
. This removes
the need to already have a SQL Server setup. Furthermore, there are a couple of scripts
in the workspace that are configured to communicate specifically with a SQL Server
Compact database and as such will not work outofthebox against a regular SQL
Server.

Once complete, simply hit 
Install
. Once the installation itself completes, you should be
presented with the nopCommerce homepage.

4. Download
and import the demo workspace into eggPlant Performance
The workspace download can be found on the eggPlant Performance 
downloads page (or use
the download link above). To import the workspace, use Studio’s 
File 
> 
Import
Workspace/Projects... dialog. Simply point to the .ZIP archive (no need to extract its contents)
and accept the defaults. Once complete, you should see a view of Studio similar to the below:

5. Compile the scripts
As eggPlant Performance uses programming languages that require compilation into bytecode,
it is necessary to perform a compile whenever script code is modified. Compilation is
straightforward though, unless of course there are compilation errors as a result of problems in
any of your scripts! Fortunately though, the scripts in the demo workspace should compile
without any errors as long as all prerequisite tools have been installed successfully.

Go ahead and execute a compile now using the
icon on the menu bar or by pressing 
F8
.
The 
Messages 
box towards the bottom righthand side of Studio will give feedback on the
progress of the compile. Should everything complete successfully, the C# and Java boxes
underneath the 
Messages 
box will indicate this by turning g
reen
.
Note: 
if you do 
not 
have Visual Studio installed you may see a Warning message in the
compiler output. This warning may be safely ignored. Visual Studio is not a prerequisite,
however it is recommended in order to leverage IntelliSense functionality (code completion,
syntax highlighting, inline documentation, etc.).

6. Point the workspace at your deployment of nopCommerce
When installing the nopCommerce site, WebMatrix randomly picks an available TCP port to run
the site on. As it is impossible for eggPlant Performance to predict what the final endpoint will
be, you will need to tell it what it is.
This is done by modifying the
global 
data dictionary file that is
visible underneath the 
Data
Sources folder in the default
Project view.
Doubleclick this file to open it
with the default editor (an open
source program called Scite).
Inside, you should see the
following default settings:
nopcommerceHost=localhost
nopcommercePort=58901
DBLOCATION=data source=C:\Path_To\nopCommerce\App_Data\Nop.Db.sdf
IELOCATION=C:\Program Files (x86)\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe
Modify the port number to match the port number that WebMatrix randomly assigned to your
deployment of the eStore. The hostname field should not need changing unless an alias was
used. The path given in the 
DBLOCATION 
field will need to be updated to match the location of
the 
Nop.Db.sdf file on your system. Make sure to leave the initial 
data source= 
intact when
modifying the path. Likewise, 
IELOCATION should point to the location of your Internet Explorer
executable if you intend on running the WinDriver scripts.
Once these changes have been made, you should be ready to run the predefined tests! The
tests and what they do are described in more detail in the next chapter, but for now, note that

you will 
not 
be able to run the 
LoginAndSearch 
tests until test users have been created on the
nopCommerce website using the 
RegisterLoginAndSearch 
tests. Running a test is as simple as
rightclicking it and selecting 
Open test in Test Controller
. This will launch Test Controller with
the chosen test loaded and ready to run.
To begin the test, hit the
hit the 
Start test
button.

button or press 
F5
. Enter a test series name of your choosing and

3. Component Overview
This chapter aims to provide more detail around the various components in play with the demo
workspace. The goal has been to put together a set of scripts that should run on most standard
Windows systems. Ultimately there is no guarantee that any of them will work as much depends
on the configuration of the host OS, particularly when it comes to security/account privileges (or
lack thereof).

a. Recordings & Scripts
The scripts in the demo workspace all target the same application, namely the nopCommerce
demo website. The two sets of Web scripts are identical aside from the difference in
programming language. The WinDriver and Selenium scripts perform the same business
processes as the Web equivalents but with different automation technologies. The database
scripts are an example of custom coding. Each of these is covered in more detail below.

i. Web
The workspace features two sets of Web scripts, one for C# and the other for
Java. Web scripts operate at the HTTP protocol layer, meaning the scripts are
sending and receiving HTTP requests & responses as opposed to automating the
User Interface (usually a browser) that would result in the same traffic
behindthescenes. There are two compelling reasons for using protocollevel
scripts for performance testing web:
1. There is no need for each VU to launch a User Interface
. This is useful
because the UI, typically a browser, consumes significantly more memory
than a VU that is only sending and receiving HTTP traffic. Therefore, Web
VUs are much more scalable than 
any 
other VU type. It is important to
note that the Web VU does 
not 
execute clientside JavaScript, as such
Web scripts are typically more focused on the performance of the 
server
as opposed to the 
client.
2. More detailed diagnostic information. When a VU receives an error, it
is important to be able to diagnose what caused the error to occur. This is

often difficult when dealing with a UI as there is typically only a
screenshot of the UI to work with. When using protocollevel scripts, you
receive HTTP responses that contain status codes, headers and a
response payload which together will often be much more descriptive
than a simple screenshot.
Web scripting is often seen as the most complex use of eggPlant Performance.
This complexity is simply a consequence of manipulating protocollevel
messages that you are likely to experience with other tools attempting to do the
very same. To help reduce this complexity, eggPlant Performance offers the
ability to define Generation Rules which will modify the scripts for you based on
the rules you implement. The demo workspace features several Generation
Rules which in combination have resulted in fullyparameterized scripts requiring
no manual edits. For more information about how this was achieved, including a
stepbystep walkthrough of the more complex Generation Rules, see the
Generation Rules 
section of this document.

ii. WinDriver
WinDriver operates against the application’s UI, and in doing so requires one
Windows session per VU. This does make WinDriver a more hardware
dependent choice as simply loading the OS alone puts the memory footprint at
gigabytes, compared to the few megabytes a Web VU comprises. This is
important to bear in mind before deciding to use WinDriver with high VU
concurrency test requirements.
There are two different automation approaches you can use with WinDriver. The
preferred option, when available, is to automate elements of the UI
programmatically, also known as the “objectbased” approach. This involves
using a helper/spy tool which is able to identify elements on the screen that
expose information about themselves (typically location and parent/descendant
element information, but can also be some means of invoking it, e.g. pressing in
the case of a button). When combined with mouse and keyboard input control,
you can automate a wide variety of Windowsbased applications. The library
used to perform this is the UI Automation namespace within the .NET
Framework, as well as our internal WinDriver API.
The fallback approach when objectbased access is not available is to use
image matching much in the same way eggPlant Functional does. This approach
enables you to halt execution until a given image appears on the screen while
still having the ability to control mouse and keyboard input. This further increases
the range of applications WinDriver can automate.
The scripts in the demo workspace use approach #1 exclusively in order to
automate the given browser (Internet Explorer) and the application within.

iii. Selenium
These scripts should be fairly selfexplanatory if you have used Selenium in the
past. There are several different WebDriver options available depending on
testing requirements: Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome,
PhantomJS and HTMLUnit. It is also possible to use other custom
implementations of WebDriver should it be required.
As with WinDriver, Selenium automates an actual browser although in the case
of PhantomJS and HTMLUnit, it is “headless” so there is actually no visible
interface. Unlike WinDriver, however, you can run multiple instances of Selenium
on a single machine/OS which makes this option more scalable (but not as
scalable as the pure Web/HTTP approach).

b. Workflows & Tests
To execute a script in eggPlant Performance, it can either be run individually or as part of a
Workflow. A Workflow is just a combination of scripts run in a particular, sequential order. It also
caters for scripts that should only run once at the start and end of a test (typically used by
Login/Logout scripts when there is no need to repeat them throughout the test).
There are two workflows defined in the demo workspace for each VU type:

i. LoginAndSearch
Along with logging on to the demo website and searching for a product,
this workflow continues by adding a product to the cart and performing a
checkout. As the workflow features a login, the account used must
already have been registered previously in order for the script to
succeed. As such, you will probably want to run the
RegisterLoginAndSearch 
workflow first as this will generate the accounts
used by both tests.
Unlike the 
RegisterLoginAndSearch 
workflow, 
LoginAndSearch 
actually includes the Login and
Logout steps as part of the 
iterated 
set of scripts, meaning that users will be continuously
logging in and out throughout the test. If you wanted to simulate users only logging on once at
the start of their sessions and logging out when the test is about to end, you would put the
Home and Login scripts in the 
Initial 
section and Logout in 
Final,leaving only Search,
AddToCart and CheckOut in the repeated block.

ii. RegisterLoginAndSearch
As the name suggests, 
RegisterLoginAndSearch features the
registration of users instead of simply logging them on (incidentally,
the login is performed as part of registration too). This script will
intentionally produce errors when it cannot register a user as a result
of the given user’s email address already existing on the system.
Once the user has been registered, it will repeatedly attempt to search
for and buy items in the same way as the 
LoginAndSearch 
workflow,
however the user will stay logged in for the duration and will only log
out once the test has completed.

c. Generation Rules
Generation Rules allow you to handle various aspects of scripting through guided user
interfaces or wizards rather than needing to manually edit your scripts. The rules actually insert
code for you, meaning you can also see just 
how 
the script was modified. If you are interested in
learning how to script but would like examples of how it is done, a good idea is to compare a
script recorded using no Generation Rules to one with all of the Generation Rules applied.
This chapter aims to describe the main types of Generation Rules present in the demo
workspace. These are listed in the below table along with a brief description of their purpose.
For more information, see the individual rule articles further down this document. All of the
different Generation Rule types are described in full detail in our 
documentation
.
Rule Type

Purpose

Data Correlation

This rule is used to handle dynamic values sent by the server. It contains a
means of defining the left and right “boundaries” around the variable requiring
extraction, as well as subsequently making the required substitutions /
correlations wherever that variable appears in the script.

Replace Value /
Replace Key Value

Replace a value used during a recording with a value from elsewhere (usually a
data source, but could also be a custom userdefined function). E.g. if a
particular username was used to log in to a site, these rules are able to modify
the script to use logins from a data source with only a few clicks.

Verify

The verify rules are essentially asserts, ensuring received content/responses
contain expected values and warning when that isn’t the case. It can also be
used to output applicationspecific messages or dynamically generated IDs for
objects, e.g. order IDs, account IDs, etc. These help validate that the VU is
accurately performing its scripted tasks.

Data Correlation
The demo workspace contains 3 Data Correlation rules, each handling a particular type of
dynamic value. This guide will focus on two of these, namely 
Correlate ProductUrl 
and 
Correlate
AddToCartId
.

Correlate ProductUrl
Identifying when a Data Correlation rule is needed will often involve looking at the recorded
script for values that appear dynamic in nature, either because they are session IDs or the like,
or because the values refer to something which may not appear again once the script is
complete because a slightly different “path” was taken.
The latter scenario is what the 
ProductUrl 
rule is attempting to handle. To understand the need
for the rule, you would first refer back to the original recording for the 
AddToCart 
script. What
you should notice is that the script features a hardcoded path in the URL for the “Select First
Item” transaction. Below is a screenshot of the original recording’s web log, with the relevant
request highlighted:

The “Select First Item” transaction takes place right after a search has been submitted, in other
words the user is selecting an item from a set of search results. In the original recording, the first
item in the list happened to be for a Canon Digital SLR Camera, and in this case, that
hardcoded link manifests in the script. But as you would be using different search terms,
chances are fairly high that the camera will not even be one of the search results.
As you’ve probably guessed by now, this is where the Data Correlation rule comes in. With it,
you can instead make sure that when a search is performed, the script will 
parse the URL
belonging to the first search result, and make the appropriate substitutions in the script
wherever the value appeared in the original recording (which may be many times depending on
the script).The demo workspace is configured to ensure that at least 1 search result will always
be returned by having a predetermined list of search terms. If a search returned nothing, this
Generation Rule would raise a warning and proceed to the next iteration as otherwise there
would likely be other errors generated when attempting to add the nonexistent item to the cart.
To see how the Data Correlation rule is configured you can edit the existing rule by first
selecting the script that features the rule (
AddToCart_cs or AddToCart_java)and then
doubleclicking the 
Correlate ProductUrl 
entry in the righthand side Generation Rules pane.
You should then be presented with the following screen:

The first step of the wizard requires you to enter the text that you wish to correlate. In this case,
it is simply the string “
/canondigitalslrcamera”
. This is identical to what can be seen in the
generated script when no rules have been applied (the example uses C#):
Url url37 
=
newUrl
(
protocol1
,nopcommerce
,
"/canon-digital-slr-camera"
);

Once you have input the text that you wish to correlate, the screens below it show where this
value appears in both requests and responses. There is no need to do anything more on this
screen so when ready, hit 
Next 
to progress through the wizard.
The following screen is where you can define what you’re expecting to see immediately 
before
and 
after the value you are looking to correlate. These are known as the left and right
boundaries, and eggPlant Performance will use them to capture whatever text exists between
the two.
eggPlant Performance will initially display its best guess as to what the boundaries should be
based on the 
first occurrence of the variable in the first response
. This might not necessarily be
the right place to make the extraction, so beware that you may need to modify the default
generated boundaries. It is also possible to input combinations which are too generic and would
result in unwanted extractions taking place elsewhere. This is explained further below.

In the above screenshot, you can see that the left and right boundaries have been found in the
response to request 35 (the yellow highlighting), and the value between them is the one you are
expecting to correlate. However, clicking the “Preview matching responses…” button shows the
following:
As well as finding a correct match in
response 35, the left and right
boundaries were also encountered
in 3 other responses where the
value in between was actually
“/25virtualgiftcard” which is not
something that needed correlation
and therefore has the potential to
cause unintended behavior. For
now this can be ignored, but before
the wizard is completed you would
need to filter out the responses
you’re not interested in as they may
end up overwriting the correct
value.
The next wizard page allows you to set a variable name that the script will use for this dynamic
variable. You can also determine what action should be taken by the VU when this rule triggers,
along with adding optional code that will fire depending on whether the script succeeded or
failed. As the variable name is already populated, you can simply hit next to proceed to the last
step.
The final screen is where the unwanted matches are filtered out. This is done using a regular
expression that identifies the /search path with query data. This is all that is needed to ensure
that the extract only takes place in response 35.
The code that eventually gets generated by the extract rule looks like this:
// Rule: Correlate ProductUrl
// Matching value extracted from recording: "/canon-digital-slr-camera"
ExtractionCursor 
extractionCursor35 
=
new
ExtractionCursor
();
List
<
string
> beforeStrings_ProductUrl 
=
new
List
<
string
>();
beforeStrings_ProductUrl.Add(
"<h2 class=\"product-title\">"
);
beforeStrings_ProductUrl.Add(
"<a href=\""
);
Set<
string
>(
"ProductUrl"
, response35.Extract(extractionCursor35, beforeStrings_ProductUrl,
"\">"
,ActionType
.
ACT_NONE));
if(extractionCursor35.Succeeded)

{
SetProgressPoint(
String
.Format(
"Search for \"{0}\" complete. First listed match is
\"{1}\""
,GetString(
"SearchTerm"
), GetString(
"ProductUrl"
)));
}
else
{
Warn(
"No search results found for searchTerm: " 
+ GetString(
"SearchTerm"
));
NextIteration();
}

The first couple of lines are comments inserted by the rule. The 
ExtractionCursor 
object is
responsible for keeping track of where in the response matches are found, facilitating the ability
to perform multiple extracts as well as allowing the use of multiple left boundaries.
beforeStrings_ProductUrl 
contains a list of these left boundaries. The mechanism is such that
the response is initially parsed for the first left boundary in the list. If this matches, the response
is again parsed from the point at which the first entry was found until the next string in the list is
encountered. This means that there could be any number of other sequences of characters in
between the first and second left boundaries.
In this case, the need for multiple left boundaries arises as a result of the preceding left
boundary being a fairly generic anchor tag sequence, namely: 
"<a href=\""
. An anchor
reference like this exists in almost every response so it probably cannot be used just by itself.
Instead, you must identify another element first which would put the 
ExtractionCursor 
in the
correct location to encounter the desired anchor tag.
The HTML for this example is as follows (response to request 35):
<div
class=

"details"
>
<h2
class=

"producttitle"
>
<a
href=

"/canondigitalslrcamera"
>
Canon Digital SLR Camera
</a>
</h2>
<div
class=

"productratingbox"
title=

"0 review(s)"
>
<div
class=

"rating"
>
<div
style=

"width: 0%"
>
</div>
</div>
</div>

The Rule first parses the response until it reaches 
<h2 
class=
"producttitle"
>
. It then switches to
looking for the sequence 
<a 
href=
" which is the second left boundary. Were it not to have looked
for the product title header first, the rule would have matched on the following:
<div
class=

"header"
>
<div

class=

"headerlogo"
>
<a

href=

"/"
>

<img
title=

""
alt=

"Your store name"
src=

"/Themes/DefaultClean/Content/images/logo.gif"
>
</a>

</div>

<div

class=

"headerlinkswrapper"
>
<div

class=

"headerlinks"
>
<ul>


This particular anchor reference appears much earlier in the HTML and is clearly not the one
needing extraction.
The 
Set<string> line of code is actually performing two tasks: the first is the extract itself, the
second is the setting of the 
ProductUrl
string variable to the extracted value:
Set<
string
>(
"ProductUrl"
, response35.Extract(extractionCursor35, beforeStrings_ProductUrl,
"\">"
,ActionType
.
ACT_NONE));

The last part of the inserted code shows what the script will do depending on whether the
extract succeeded.

Correlate AddToCartID
The 
AddToCartID value is similar in nature to the 
ProductUrl 
in that its value changes
depending on what the script is doing. In this case it is selecting a different product, so the
originally recorded 
AddToCartID 
is not going to work except in the one case where the camera
happens to be selected (as this was what was used in the original recording).
Unlike the 
ProductUrl
, the 
AddToCartID 
is actually a number and that number can be very short.
In the original recording the value just happened to be 18. The fact that it is a number, and a low
one at that, makes it very likely to appear in lots of places where an extract should not be
performed. Indeed, if you were to type 18 into the first screen on the Data Correlation wizard
you would notice it is actually encountered several times:

In this case, the response from which you would want to extract the value is actually #37 (the
previous 4 responses, namely 2, 3, 10 and 21, all contain the number 18 too but none of them
represent what should be the 
AddToCartID)
. You can see this by looking through each
response in turn and seeing where the 18 occurs. It is also unlikely to occur in
CSS/image/JavaScript files so these can usually be skipped. In this case, it would put you at the
correct response (37):

Were it not for the AddToCartID Data Correlation rule, the script would actually end up adding
the camera to the shopping cart each time, even when there is no camera referenced on the
page where the product is added to the cart. This is because “18” just so happens to be the
internal product ID for the camera.

Replace Value / Replace Key Value
The Replace rules are typically used to modify the script to fetch data from Data Sources
instead of using what was originally recorded in the script. The difference between a Data
Correlation rule and a Replace rule is essentially that the value is not being fetched from the
server
; it is instead already known by the 
client.The most common example of ‘known’ values
tend to be login credentials. Other examples tend to be more applicationspecific and may
therefore vary.
In the case of the demo workspace, all of the Replace rules are for modifying the data sent to
the server as part of new user registration, including details such as address, name, date of
birth, etc. None of these are expected from the server, which is why there is a Data Source with
all of the required values in Studio called ‘users’:

The Replace rule itself comes in two flavors: 
Replace Value or 
Replace Key Value.The former
will replace a literal string value with something else (of which one of the options is to fetch data
from a Data Source instead). 
Replace Key Value on the other hand replaces the value when it is
used by particular 
Keys
instead.
To understand why the 
Replace Key Value 
rule is used, imagine you have two recordings, both
featuring a login transaction. In the first recording, you chose to log in as 
UserA but in the
second, you log in as 
UserB
.
In the generated scripts, you would see something along these lines:
UserA:
form_1_1.GetInputElement(“LoginName”).Value = “
UserA@test.com
”;

UserB:
form_1_1.GetInputElement(“LoginName”).Value = “
UserB@test.com
”;

Rather than creating two separate 
Replace Value 
Generation Rules, one for each email address
used, you could instead define a single 
Replace Key Value rule that would substitute the values
of any fields (or keys) called “LoginName” without actually looking at what its 
Value 
was set to.
All of the Replace rules in the demo workspace use the 
Replace Key Value rule, and it is the
preferred approach simply because the value itself may not always be consistent across
recordings, whereas Key values tend not to change (there are some situations where the Keys
are dynamically generated, in which case you would need to revert to using the 
Replace Value
rule).

Verify
The Verify rules allow you to make various different types of assertions, each with customizable
actions to perform depending on whether the assertions pass or fail. The demo workspace
contains 6 Verify rules, described below:
Verify that /RegisterResult page contains “Your registration completed”
This rule checks the response received from the request to 
/RegisterResult,ensuring the string
“Your registration completed” appears within. If it does not, it would indicate a failure to register
a new user. Failing to register a user is obviously a terminal failure as far as the 
RegisterUser
script is concerned, as such the failure step includes 
ExitVU() to terminate the VU should this
scenario occur.
Verify that product details page title matches GetString(“ExpectedTitle”)
Page title checking is a default rule in eggPlant
Performance, meaning all page titles  wherever they
are encountered (sometimes they simply don’t exist) 
are checked to ensure they match what was
encountered during the original recording.
In some cases, the page title is not expected to match
what was originally recorded. The product details page
on the nopCommerce website is a good example of this
as it contains the name of the item being viewed (see screenshot on the right) and is therefore
subject to change. This rule essentially enables you to ensure the title matches a value fetched
from a Data Source instead of using what was originally recorded.
This rule 
supersedes 
the default page title rule for whichever requests/responses it affects.
Verify that after logon the page contains “Log out”
This is a relatively straightforward rule ensuring that the user is able to see the string “Log out”
upon logging in. This is because there is a “Log out” link which only appears when the login has
been successful; if the login failed, the user
remains logged out and therefore is not
presented with the option to log out.
Verify that the /completed page contains “Your order has been successfully processed!”

When placing an order, the expected response contains the string “Your order has been
successfully processed!” and is therefore a good candidate for a rule as you will likely want to
know when an order fails to be processed.
Verify contains “Order number:”
The Order number rule not only ensures that the response contains the sequence “Order
number:” (implying the existence of an order number), it also extracts the order number from the
response, placing it into the 
orderNumber
variable as a result of the optional success code:

The order ID is printed out in some of the different VU types as a means of verifying that an
order has been successfully placed (assuming one cannot receive the order ID without the
underlying order being OK as far as the system is concerned).
Verify contains “<form action=\”/search\””
The last verify rule is considerably more advanced compared to the other Verify rules. The need
for it arose as a result of the following:
1. A recording was created, from which the 
RegisterUser 
script was generated (amongst
others). The 
RegisterUser 
script was 
the last sequence of steps in the recording
.
2. Another separate recording was created, from which the 
Search 
script was generated.
The 
Search 
script was 
preceded
by 
Login i
n this particular recording.
3. In both 
RegisterUser 
and 
Login 
scripts, a form is present in the response to a successful
login. The 
Search script 
requires 
that this particular form is extracted from the response
that contains it because the form is sent (POST) to the server as part of the search
transaction that happens after login.
4. As the 
Login 
script was generated from the same recording as the 
Search script, the
Login 
script 
knows that it needs to put in code to extract the form. This is because of the
fact that the 
Search 
took place after the L
ogin i
n the same recording
.

5. On the other hand, the 
RegisterUser 
script was from a different recording. Moreover, no
Search 
was carried out in this recording, as such there is no way for the 
RegisterUser
script to know that it needs to extract the form.
In terms of the application itself, this last step 
should 
be possible because 
RegisterUser 
also
logs in the user, meaning that the user is in the same state to perform the 
Search 
regardless of
whether the 
RegisterUser 
or 
Login 
script were run. But, since 
RegisterUser 
was the last step in
the recording it was generated from, it will not contain code to extract the search form. The
answer is therefore to use the Verify rule to put this code in:

The 
Verify Contains rule requires that you specify the string you would like to find. On the
following screen, you will be able to determine the actions that should be performed should the
rule succeed or fail. In this case, when the value is found, the following code will be executed:
Set<
Form
>(
"form_32_0"
, response45.ExtractForm(
0
,ActionType.
ACT_WARNING
))
;

This enables the use of 
Get<Form>(“form_32_0”) later on when the form is used during the
Submit Search 
transaction within the 
Search
script:
Url 
url35 = 
new
Url
(protocol1, nopcommerce, 
"/search"
);
// Matching form with index=0 found on page index: 32, URL: 'http://nopcommerce/'
// Original form values follow:

//
Control: TEXT, q=Search store
Form 
form_32_0 
=Get<
Form
>(
"form_32_0"
);
form_32_0.GetInputElement(
"q"
).Value = GetString(
"SearchTerm"
) 
/* Rule: Replace Q with
GetString("SearchTerm") */
;

